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Another big year
for ETFs
It’s been a year for the ages, with the COVID-19
pandemic upending almost every aspect of
everyone’s life. Investors, in particular, were
taken for a ride in 2020, with a number of global
markets, including Canada’s S&P/TSX Composite
Index, falling by 35% between February 21
and March 23, only to rise by more than 55%
throughout the rest of the year. If you would
have asked anyone at the start of the pandemic
whether markets would be in the black by
December 31, not many would have believed you,
yet many indexes finished in positive territory.

“The volatility we saw this year
awakened more investors to
the benefits of ETFs.”
— Prerna Chandak
It was an especially good year for exchangetraded fund (ETF) investors who, for a long time,
have been hearing from the media that these
products would not hold up during an extreme
market event. Not only did ETFs survive, but a
record-breaking $41 billion dollars poured into
the industry, shattering last year’s record in just
seven months. As big of a number as that may be,
Michael Cooke, senior vice-president and head of
ETFs at Mackenzie Investments, wasn’t surprised
to see inflows rise last year. “If you look at the
history of the ETF industry, periods of increased
market volatility have accelerated demand
because more people see their relevance,” he says.
“The precision, the liquidity, the cost effectiveness
– all of that comes into focus.”
More than 115 new ETFs also came to market
in Canada in 2020, bringing the total number of

available funds to 1,010. There are now 39 firms
offering ETFs, including banks, mutual fund
companies and more, though Cooke points out
that 10 issuers account for 93% of assets under
management, which topped $257 billion in 2020,
up from $192 billion in 2019.
Prerna Chandak, vice-president of ETFs at
Mackenzie, was encouraged to see institutional
investors, do-it-yourselfers and retail clients with
advisors purchase ETFs this year, adding that fund
inflows did not come at the expense of mutual
fund net sales. Rather, people were moving out of
individual stock and bond holdings and into ETFs.
“The volatility we saw this year awakened more
investors to the benefits of ETFs,” she says.
ETFs held up in 2020 because they derive their
value from the underlying assets they hold. If
the underlying assets trade as they should – on
exchanges and with reasonable liquidity – then
there’s no reason why ETF trading should be any
less efficient, says Cooke. Some asset classes
did experience liquidity disruptions, such as US
Treasuries and investment grade bonds, but the
ease of trading and low transaction costs still
generated significant trading volume. “Many ETFs
provided price discovery, bringing more visibility
to bond price movements and providing investors
with another path to enter or exit bond positions,”
notes Cooke.

Top trends
Falling fees

Over the last 12 months, a number of trends
impacted the ETF marketplace. One of the
more important ones is the continued focus on
fees. Canadians are becoming increasingly fee
conscious, and that’s a big reason why ETF inflows
are outpacing mutual fund flows. For many,
though, it’s not just about buying the cheapest
fund. “More investors are asking themselves: What
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– actively managed funds where a professional
chooses securities, and smart beta ETFs that
employ specific strategies.
Part of the reason why there’s so much more
choice is that the one-size-fits-all approach
doesn’t always work. People are nuanced, they
have individual needs, they have challenges and
goals that are different from their peers. For
some, buying a basic balanced fund may not be
appropriate – you might need a little more exposure
to income-producing products, or perhaps you
understand bitcoin and want to put some money
into this asset class, while others wouldn’t.
ETFs – with their transparency, liquidity and
tradability – have made it much easier to create
personalized portfolios. You can quickly adjust
how much risk you’re taking on or make asset
mix changes, as your personal situation evolves.
“We now know more about what drives returns
and risk in portfolios, and we can better add
or subtract from a portfolio to achieve better
outcomes,” says Cooke.

is this exposure adding to my portfolio and what
am I willing to pay for it?” says Chandak.
Investors are, in many cases, comfortable
with paying a higher price for differentiated
offerings, such as smart beta or actively managed
ETFs, which tend to focus on specific strategies
or areas of the market, such as income, value
or low-volatility investing. While fees on these
funds are still below the average mutual fund fee
of around 2%, they’re not as low as traditional
index-replicating funds, which require little
management expertise. “If people feel like they’re
getting value,” adds Cooke, “then we do see that
they’re willing to pay a higher fee.”

Products for personalization

Between the many Canadian-listed ETFs and
foreign-listed ones, investors have a lot to choose
from, including many new and innovative products
that have come to market over the last several
years. There are funds that focus on specific
sectors or themes – cryptocurrency for example
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Equity ETF Flows by Sector in 2020
Source: National Bank (FY 2020)
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Digital adoption

Digital investing is also driving ETF adoption.
According to Statista, Canadian robo-advisors
– online-only financial platforms that invest on
your behalf – had around $11.4 billion in assets in
2020, and that’s expected to rise to $24 billion by
2024. ETFs make it effortless for these companies
to create diversified portfolios across the risk
tolerance spectrum.
With younger investors demanding digital
financial experiences, financial companies will
start offering online investing options, and many
will make use of ETFs in that process. “These
tools will play an increasingly meaningful role in
Canada, especially over the next decade as more
wealth gets transferred to the next generation,”
says Chandak. “That will be a natural driver of
more flows into the ETF space.”

More growth ahead

While ETFs have been around for 30 years, in
some ways, it’s still early days for this market in
Canada. US adoption is far more widespread, with
AUM surpassing $5 trillion for the first time in
2020. Canada is about five years behind the US in
terms of market penetration, says Cooke, but “we
are closing that gap.”

One of the reasons why we’re catching up is
that there are now many more Canadian-listed,
internationally focused funds. Even for an asset
class as familiar as US equities, large, liquid and
cost-effective US-listed ETFs are not always the best
choice for Canadian investors, in part because they
must be bought in US dollars, which then subjects
the investor to currency fluctuations. The benefits
of Canadian-listed ETFs are even more pronounced
in fixed income and international equity markets. “If
you have a choice between Canadian and US-listed
ETFs, you’re better served by choosing the Canadian
one,” explains Cooke. “That’s accelerating usage of
Canadian-listed ETFs.”
The industry will also start to see more investors
partnering with specific companies that have the
full suite of products on offer, says Chandak, which
is good for investors. Working with one or two
operations means there’s more on-the-ground
support for those who need it, she notes.
The industry must do more to educate Canadian
investors about ETFs, says Chandak, but she and
Cooke are confident that nearly all investors will
soon have some exposure to these securities. “We’re
going to see a lot more usage by everyone here,”
she predicts. “Awareness will increase, volatility will
show more people how the market can be resilient
and we’ll continue to see innovation in products.
ETFs have a great future.”

Commissions, management fees, brokerage fees and expenses all may be associated with Exchange Traded Fund investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. Exchange
Traded Funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently, and past performance may not be repeated. The content of this article (including facts, views, opinions, recommendations,
descriptions of or references to, products or securities) is not to be construed as investment advice, as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, or an endorsement, recommendation or sponsorship of any entity or security cited. Although we endeavour to ensure its accuracy and completeness, we assume no responsibility for any reliance upon it. This document
includes forward-looking information that is based on forecasts of future events as of January 6, 2021. Mackenzie Financial Corporation will not necessarily update the information to reflect
changes after that date. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and risks and uncertainties often cause actual results to differ materially from forward-looking information or expectations. Some of these risks are changes to or volatility in the economy, politics, securities markets, interest rates, currency exchange rates, business competition,
capital markets, technology, laws, or when catastrophic events occur. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking information. In addition, any statement about companies is not an
endorsement or recommendation to buy or sell any security. The content of this document (including facts, views, opinions, recommendations, descriptions of or references to, products or
securities) is not to be used or construed as investment advice, as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, or an endorsement, recommendation or sponsorship of any entity or
security cited. Although we endeavour to ensure its accuracy and completeness, we assume no responsibility for any reliance upon it.
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